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Abstract. The Radiation Assessment Detector (RAD), on

board the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) rover Curiosity,

measures the energetic charged and neutral particles and the

radiation dose rate on the surface of Mars. Although charged

and neutral particle spectra have been investigated in detail,

the electron and positron spectra have not been investigated

yet. The reason for that is that they are difficult to separate

from each other and because of the technical challenges in-

volved in extracting energy spectra from the raw data. We

use GEANT4 to model the behavior of the RAD instru-

ment for electron/positron measurements. We compare Plan-

etocosmics predictions for different atmospheric pressures

and different modulation parameters 8 with the obtained

RAD electron/positron measurements. We find that the RAD

electron/positron measurements agree well with the spectra

predicted by Planetocosmics. Both RAD measurements and

Planetocosmics simulation show a dependence of the elec-

tron/positron fluxes on both atmospheric pressure and solar

modulation potential.

Keywords. Interplanetary physics (cosmic rays; energetic

particles; instruments and techniques)

1 Introduction

The Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) Curiosity rover has

been operating in Gale crater on Mars since its landing on

6 August 2012. The Radiation Assessment Detector (RAD)

on board provides the first ever radiation measurements on

the surface of Mars. With the exception of some short inter-

ruptions, RAD provides a continuous radiation measurement

from the Martian surface, operating in a 16, 32 or 58 min ob-

servation cadence. Two of the primary science objectives of

RAD are “to measure energetic particle spectra at the surface

of Mars” and “to use these measurements to enable valida-

tion of Mars atmospheric transmission models and radiation

transport codes” (Hassler et al., 2012). These objectives are

directly related and of prime importance to assessing possi-

ble constraints for future human exploration of Mars.

In Köhler et al. (2014) gamma and neutron spectra have

been calculated from RAD data and were compared to Plane-

tocosmics simulations. In Ehresmann et al. (2014) the energy

spectra of protons and heavier elements have been calculated

from RAD data and were compared to OLTARIS simula-

tions.

In contrast to other charged particles, electrons and

positrons create ambiguous signals in RAD that are chal-
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lenging to interpret. Therefore, we use the Planetocosmics

transport code to model the expected electron and positron

energy spectra on the Martian surface and then use a detailed

GEANT4 model of the RAD instrument to simulate the mea-

surement process. These modeled results are compared with

RAD data.

1.1 The Martian radiation environment

The Martian radiation environment is mainly generated by

galactic cosmic rays (GCR). GCRs consist of 98 % atomic

nuclei and 2 % electrons, the nuclei can be further divided

into ∼ 90 % protons, 9 % helium, and 1 % heavier nuclei

(Simpson, 1983). The radiation environment on the Mar-

tian surface consists of primary GCRs, which penetrate

the thin Martian atmosphere (19–23 g cm−2 at Gale crater),

and of secondary particles produced by the interaction of

GCRs with atmosphere and soil. This radiation environment

has been modeled in several existing studies (Ehresmann

et al., 2011; Dartnell et al., 2007a, b; Keating et al., 2005;

McKenna-Lawlor et al., 2012), and measured with the RAD

instrument (Ehresmann et al., 2014; Köhler et al., 2014; Has-

sler et al., 2014).

The GCR-induced Martian radiation environment is influ-

enced by several periodic effects on different timescales. The

GCR flux is modulated by the solar magnetic field which cor-

relates with the 11-year solar activity cycle and the 27-day

solar rotation. Seasonal and diurnal pressure changes in the

Martian atmosphere also affect the radiation environment on

the Martian surface. These influences on the surface radia-

tion field haven been observed by RAD (Rafkin et al., 2014;

Guo et al., 2015). Primary GCRs going through the Martian

atmosphere generate secondaries and can even cause an in-

crease of the flux above a certain height – the Pfotzer Max-

imum which is located ∼ 5 to 10 cm below the surface of

Mars. This means that with increased atmospheric column

density, we would expect increased fluxes, especially for sec-

ondaries. However the RAD measured surface dose rate is

inversely related to the surface pressure (Rafkin et al., 2014;

Guo et al., 2015). This is because dose rate is a combina-

tion of the total deposited energy by all detected particles

where the main contribution comes from high-charge and en-

ergy primary particles (so-called HZE particles) on which the

atmosphere has a shielding effect due to nuclear fragmen-

tation. Secondary particles on the other hand, are not only

influenced by the atmosphere’s shielding effect but also by

the atmosphere’s generating effect. The secondary particles

on the Martian surface should therefore increase with atmo-

spheric column density as seen, e.g., in the neutral particle

count rate presented in Rafkin et al. (2014). The fluxes of

electrons and positrons at the Martian surface are mainly sec-

ondaries, therefore, their fluxes are expected to increase with

atmospheric column density.

In addition to the GCR-induced radiation environment, so-

lar particle events can cause intermittent enhancements in

the observed particle radiation on short timescales (Cleghorn

et al., 2004; Hassler et al., 2014). In the time frame consid-

ered in this work (August 2012 to May 2015) only four So-

lar Energetic Particle (SEP) events were directly observed by

RAD on the surface.

In this work we model the Martian radiation environment

with Planetocosmics (Desorgher et al., 2006) and compare

the obtained results to RAD electron/positron measurements.

1.2 The RAD instrument

The RAD instrument, shown schematically in Fig. 1, houses

several detectors for the measurement of energetic charged

and neutral particles. The silicon detectors (A, B, C) form

a telescope which is followed by a CsI scintillator (D) that

preserves the telescope’s viewing cone, a plastic scintillator

(E), and an additional plastic scintillator (F) that surrounds

D and E and acts as anti-coincidence for neutral particle de-

tection. The silicon detectors are segmented into inner and

annular, outer segments. For charged particle measurements,

only the inner segments of B and C are used. Together with

the inner (A2) and outer (A1) segment of A, B and C inner

segments form two different field of view cones. Stopping

charged particles requires a coincidence between A and B

and an anti-coincidence with E and F. A detailed description

of the charged particle measurement is given in Ehresmann

et al. (2014) and a complete description of the instrument is

given in Hassler et al. (2012).

In Ehresmann et al. (2014) energy and species of stop-

ping charged particles (ranging from protons to iron) are

identified in a so-called Goulding plot. In contrast to those

comparatively heavy particles, energy and species of elec-

trons and positrons can not be identified unambiguously

in such a Goulding plot. Therefore, we use the GEANT4

toolkit (Agostinelli et al., 2003) to model and understand

electron/positron measurements and to compare Planetocos-

mics predictions with RAD measurements from the surface

of Mars.

2 Method

2.1 Planetocosmics simulations

To obtain the expected electron and positron fluxes on the

Martian surface, we use a Planetocosmics version based on

GEANT 4.9.6. As a setup of the Martian atmospheric envi-

ronment, detailed pressure profile and composition were se-

lected based on the Mars climate database 5.0 (Lewis et al.,

1999).

As input for the Planetocosmics simulation we use the

proton and helium GCR spectra as given by the Badhwar-

O’Neill 2010 Galactic Cosmic Ray Flux Model (O’Neill,

2010) and the electron/positron spectra GCR spectra as given

in Potgieter and Nndanganeni (2013); Adriani et al. (2011).

Since previous work has shown that the cosmic modulation,
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Figure 1. Schematic of the RAD instrument. The detectors A, B, C,

D form a telescope for the measurement of charged particles from

above. A is segmented in an inner (A2) and an outer (A1) segment,

which form two field of view cones, shown by the dashed and dot-

ted lines respectively. Stopping charged particles requires a coin-

cidence between A2 or A1 and B, and an anti-coincidence with E

and F. The green arrow illustrates an example of a stopping charged

particle while the red and magenta arrows stand for particles with

trajectories that make them unsuitable for the present analysis. Fig-

ure is taken from Ehresmann et al. (2014).

as well as atmospheric pressure has a clear influence on the

RAD dose rate measurements (Guo et al., 2015), we obtain

electron/positron spectra for a range of solar modulation pa-

rameters and Martian atmospheric pressures which are typ-

ical values measured during the same time period. The cos-

mic ray modulation parameter 8 (a measure of deceleration

of particles as they traverse the heliosphere to reach 1 AU)

is set to be 300, 600, and 900 MV, and we use atmospheric

pressures of 748 Pa (minimum annual pressure) and 886 Pa

(maximum annual pressure).

Figure 2 shows the resulting spectra. As expected from

(Guo et al., 2015), the electron and positron fluxes in-

crease with pressure and decrease with increasing 8. Muons

of either charge may by falsely identified as electrons or

positrons, and therefore contaminate the measurement. Con-

sequently, their fluxes haven been calculated and shown in

the figure as well. Below 1 GeV muon fluxes are far be-

low expected electron/positron fluxes. In the given parameter
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Figure 2. Electron and positron fluxes on the Martian surface cal-

culated with Planetocosmics. The fluxes have been calculated for

cosmic modulation values of 300 (red), 600 (green), and 900 (blue)

MV and for pressure values of 886 Pa (solid) and 748 Pa (dashed).

Muons and antimuons (gray) are shown for reference only (modu-

lation potential= 600 MV, pressure= 748 Pa).

range, electron/positron fluxes increase up to ∼ 90 % com-

paring Martian summer, solar maximum with Martian win-

ter, solar minimum.

2.2 Modeling the RAD instrument

Similar to other stopping charged particles, electrons and

positrons can be identified by plotting the total deposited en-

ergy versus the energy deposited in A. However, they can-

not be identified directly in a Goulding plot like the stop-

ping charged particles in Ehresmann et al. (2014). To under-

stand the behavior of electrons and positrons in RAD and

to obtain selection criteria for electron/positron events, we

model the electron/positron measurement process with the

GEANT4 toolkit Agostinelli et al. (2003). The simulation is

based on a detailed model of the instrument and includes ef-

fects such as electronic and optical noise in D, E, and F. This

setup has been used in (Köhler et al., 2011, 2014; Ehresmann

et al., 2014). As was done for stopping particles in Ehres-

mann et al. (2014), stopping electrons/positrons requires a

coincidence between A2/A1 and B and an anti-coincidence

with E and F.

The simulated instrument response for electrons, positrons

and muons is shown in Fig. 3 (top). Particle spectra and rel-

ative intensities are used according to Planetocosmics sim-

ulation described above, with an atmospheric pressure of

886 Pa, 8= 600 MV (as shown in Fig. 2 as solid, green line).

Note that the measured muon events with a total deposited

energy below 1 MeV are mainly from high energy muons

which create secondary particles in A, where only the sec-
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Figure 3. Top: simulated RAD stopping charge particle measure-

ments for isotropic distributions of electrons (blue), positrons (red),

muons and anti-muons (yellow) with spectra obtained from Plan-

etocosmics simulations. The white area (between 50 and 200 keV

energy in A) marks the selection criterion for the RAD elec-

tron/positron measurement. Bottom: the expected energy dependent

contribution of electrons, positrons and muons to the measurement.

ondary particles create further signals in B, C, and D. Mea-

sured muons with total deposited energy above 10 MeV are

at least partially caused by muons which stop in the B, C

or D detector. Those stopping muons form an (barely visi-

ble) inclined line in Fig. 3 (top), ranging from (5 MeV total

energy deposit, 1 MeV energy in A) to (100 MeV total en-

ergy deposit, 0.1 MeV Energy in A). In a Goulding plot, such

as presented in Ehresmann et al. (2014), this line of muons

would be parallel to the x axis. Possible contamination of

the electron/positron measurement by other particle species

has been investigated and found to be negligible. Using de-

posited energy in A and the total deposited energy, signals

from electrons and positrons cannot be separated.

Based on the results shown in Fig. 3 (top), we require valid

electron/positron events to have a deposited energy of 50–

200 keV in A. This selection criterion can be used to obtain

a measurement of the total deposited energy of electrons and

positrons. Figure 3 (bottom) shows the relative contribution

of the different particle species to such a measurement.

Between 1 and 50 MeV the intensity of the measured

muons is far below the one of the electron/positrons and can

be neglected. However, above 80 MeV the relative intensity

of the muons increases up to nearly 15 % of the measure-

ment. The quality of the obtained electron/positron selection

criterion has been verified using electron, positron and muon

spectra with different power laws and different relative in-
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Figure 4. Detector response for stopping electrons (left) and

positrons (right). The figure shows the measured energy versus the

initial energy of the electron/positron for an isotropic distribution

of particles and energy spectra obtained with Planetocosmics. The

color denotes the number of measured particles per bin.

tensities. While the shape of the spectra does not influence

the quality of the selection criterion, an increased intensity

of the muon spectra will increase the relative contribution of

the measured muons.

The corresponding modeled measurement of the total de-

posited energy is shown in Fig. 6 (black). Unlike the data in

Figs. 3 and 4, the simulated measurement replicates the be-

havior of the RAD instrument as far as possible and includes

instrumental effects like electronic and optical noise, as well

as inefficiencies of the anti-coincidence (AC). Uncertainties

caused by unknown AC threshold conditions are marked as

gray area.

The wide scatter of signals in Fig. 3 already indicates that

the total deposited energy of a stopping electron/positron

does not necessarily correspond to its initial energy. To un-

derstand how the measured energy is related to the incident

energy we use the GEANT4 simulation to obtain detector

response, which maps incident versus measured energy for

stopping electrons and positrons.

Figure 4 shows the detector response for electron and

positrons with energies from 1–1000 MeV. For energies be-

low 20 MeV most of the deposited energies are almost equal

to the initial energy; only a small fraction of the particles

deposit energies significantly below their initial energy. In

particular at higher energies, where particles should fully

penetrate the instrument and therefore fail our event selec-

tion criteria, we find a significant share of events which ap-

pear as valid lower energy electrons/positrons. This happens,

e.g., if an electron/positron creates secondary gamma rays,

which leave the instruments without depositing their energy.

Events where the measured energy does not reflect the parti-

cle energy and the similarity of electrons and positrons make

it very difficult to obtain spectra from the measurements.

Note that positrons can also deposit energies above their

initial energies, due to gamma rays created through elec-
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Figure 5. RAD stopping particle measurement for sol 400–500. As

in Fig. 3, the gray area marks invalid electron/positron events. Sin-

gle bins with high intensity are caused by PHA0 events, which have

a large scaling factor. The corresponding measurement histogram is

shown in Fig. 6.

tron positron annihilation. In principle, measuring a stopping

positron in coincidence with a possible gamma from elec-

tron positron annihilation could be used to unambiguously

detect positrons. However, such a measurement is currently

not foreseen in the configuration of the RAD instrument.

2.3 RAD electron/positron measurements

Due to telemetry limitations, RAD stores and transmits only

a subset of its pulse-height analyzed (PHA) data. RAD data

are classified according to a priority scheme implemented in

firmware, and for each priority only a subset of the PHA data

is send back to Earth together with the corresponding scaling

factors. To obtain the real number of PHA events, each event

needs to be weighted with the corresponding scaling factor

for its priority bin. A detailed explanation of this scheme is

given in Hassler et al. (2012).

Most of the electron positron measurements are classified

with priority 1, which means that 80–98 % of all available

data is sent back to Earth. However, some electron/positron

PHA records are classified with priority 0, which means that

only∼ 0.1–0.25 % of the available data is sent back to Earth.

This results in scaling factors of∼1–1.25 for priority 1 events

and ∼ 400–1000 for priority 0 events.

Equivalent to the simulated data in Fig. 3, Fig. 5 shows

the total deposited energy versus deposited energy in A from

actual measurements during the period from sol 400 to 5001

(The time period corresponds to 20 September 2013 to 1 Jan-

uary 2014). During this period mean atmospheric pressure

11 sol= 1 Mars day∼ 1.03 Earth day. The number of sols refers

to number of sols since landing.
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Figure 6. Simulated RAD measurement based on Planetocosmics

calculation (compare Fig. 3) and RAD measurements for Sol 400–

500 (green) and RAD RTG background measurements (purple). Un-

certainties in the simulated instrument behavior, caused by the not

well known inefficiency of the AC, are marked as gray area. The

individual contribution of simulated electrons, positrons and muons

are shown in blue, red and yellow.

and mean value of 8 correspond to the values used in the

Planetocosmics simulation discussed above. Priority 0 events

are visible as isolated bins with high intensities, e.g., below

1 MeV or above 20 MeV. The apparent gap at 1.5 MeV is

caused by the transition from electrons/positrons stopping in

the C detector to those stopping in D. (There is a thin dead

layer in between the two which causes the gap.) As expected

from Planetocosmics predictions, there is no clear muon sig-

nal, however, stopping protons are visible at high energies,

i.e., 300 keV in A with total energies > 20 MeV. To obtain

a clean measurement that is not influenced by instrumental

effects, we select only events with total deposited energies

above 2 MeV. One should note that total deposited energies

above 20 MeV are at least partially classified as priority 0

events. The fraction of priority 0 events gradually increases

with energy. This results in large uncertainties at energies

above 20 MeV which cannot be assessed easily.

Figure 6 shows the histograms of the total deposited ener-

gies from both simulations and measurements which agree

remarkably well. The measurement shows higher intensi-

ties at energies below 5 MeV, however, those are most likely

caused by the Radioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTG).

The purple line shows the RTG background measurement ob-

tained during the “Hour of Power.” (Before launch, with Cu-

riosity fully configured for the trip to Mars – including the in-

stallation of the RTG power source – RAD was turned on and

acquired an hour’s worth of data.) With the RTG background

subtracted from the measurement, the simulation fully ex-

plains the measurement at low energies. One should note that

the electron/positron flux produced by the RTG might depend

www.ann-geophys.net/34/133/2016/ Ann. Geophys., 34, 133–141, 2016
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on environmental conditions such as atmospheric pressure.

Therefore the RTG electron/positron flux on Mars might de-

viate from the one measured on Earth with the spacecraft

in the cruise configuration. For total deposited energies de-

posits above 20 MeV, the measurement contains priority 0

events, which have very low statistics and a large scaling fac-

tor (∼ 800). This makes it very difficult to compare results of

energies above 20 MeV. The gray area marks uncertainties of

the AC threshold for E and F for the simulated measurement.

The AC threshold for E is assumed to be 2400 keV with an

uncertainty of ±200 keV. The AC threshold for F is assumed

to be 400 keV with an uncertainty of ±100 keV. Varying the

threshold for E, one can increase or decrease the intensity at

high energies (>15 MeV); varying the threshold for F, one

can rescale the overall intensity. The gray area does not rep-

resent the statistical uncertainties but rather the systematic

uncertainty.

3 Discussion

Figure 6 compares RAD electron/positron measurement for

Sol 400–500 with Planetocosmics predictions. The pressure

of 886 Pa and a modulation potential of 600 MV were se-

lected as average values for that period (compare Fig. 7).

Pressure data were obtained from measurements of the

REMS instrument on board the Curiosity rover (Gómez-

Elvira et al., 2012), and the modulation potential has been

calculated from Oulu data2 using the method described in

Usoskin et al. (2002).

The simulated and measured data in the energy range 4–

20 MeV have a very good agreement with each other. The

systematic error, which accounts for uncertainties in the AC

efficiency and represent absolute worst case values, results

in a value of ±20 % in count rate. Figure 4 shows that the

measurement is contaminated by high energy electrons and

positrons, which means that the electron/positron measure-

ments do not reflect the spectrum of incoming particles and

also that a different combination of spectra might result in a

similar measurement. That is, the measurement cannot be in-

verted to yield a unique solution for the incident electron and

positron spectra. Figure 3 shows that electrons and positrons

cannot be distinguished, i.e., in principle there are many pos-

sible ratios of electrons to positrons which would result in

a similar measurement. Figure 3 also shows that there is a

small muon background in the measurements, i.e., a signif-

icantly increased background of muons, combined with a

decreased electron or positron intensity could also lead to

similar results. Despite these caveats, the RAD measurement

nonetheless provides verification of Planetocosmics predic-

tions. Further measurements with more variable conditions

(e.g., under more extreme modulation conditions) would

clarify matters.

2The Oulu count rate data have been obtained from http://

cosmicrays.oulu.fi/ and the pressure effect has been corrected.

As an additional test we compared RAD electron/positron

measurement for sol 600–700 with Planetocosmics predic-

tions (748 Pa, 600 MV), which yields a similarly good agree-

ment as in Fig. 6. Comparing the results for sol 600–700 with

the ones from sol 400–500, we notice that, for both simula-

tion and measurement, with similar solar modulation levels,

there is an increase of the electron/positron fluxes by ∼ 20 %

corresponding to the increase of the pressure. This indicates

that the seasonal variations in the dose rate reported by Guo

et al. (2015) are visible in the electron+ positron measure-

ment as well. However, instead of showing the shielding ef-

fect of the atmosphere, the electron+ positron flux measure-

ments reflect the secondary production of the atmosphere

above the Pfotzer maximum.

3.1 Seasonal variability of the electron/positron flux

To investigate the temporal variability of the elec-

tron+ positron fluxes we use the integrated count rate of the

RAD electron/positron measurements. To avoid instrumental

effects, and to minimize the RTG background, we use only

deposited energies between 4 and 20 MeV.

In the previous section we demonstrated that the Plane-

tocosmics predictions are in agreement with RAD measure-

ments for two periods with different environmental condi-

tions. For investigating the temporal variation of the elec-

tron+ positron flux, we show both RAD electron+ positron

count rate and predicted Planetocosmics fluxes. In princi-

ple those Planetocosmics fluxes could be translated via the

GEANT4 simulation setup into RAD electron counts. How-

ever, this is computationally expensive and would also add

an additional element of uncertainty. Therefore, the seasonal

variability of the RAD count rates are directly “compared” to

the corresponding simulated Planetocosmics fluxes.

Figure 4 shows that the electron/positrons measurements

between 4 and 20 MeV not only contain electrons/positrons

from 4–20 MeV, but also events from higher energies. The

simulation shows that ∼ 25 % of the deposited energies be-

tween 4 and 20 MeV are caused by electrons+ positrons with

energies above 20 MeV. Nevertheless, we believe that the

measurements are a good proxy for the integrated fluxes in

the same energy range.

Because Planetocosmics simulations require a large

amount of computation time, the simulations were conducted

for a discrete set of pressures (929, 886, 827, 768, 748, 712,

693 Pa) and a discrete set of GCR spectra (modulation pa-

rameter= 500, 510, . . ., 800 MV).

In this work we do not attempt to model the dependence of

particle fluxes on the solar modulation and pressure in detail

other than to demonstrate the variability of the electron and

positron flux. A detailed analysis of the influence of the so-

lar modulation and pressure effects can be found in (Rafkin

et al., 2014; Guo et al., 2015).

The solar modulation potential and the Martian pressure

are shown in Fig. 7 (top, middle). Figure 7 (bottom) shows

Ann. Geophys., 34, 133–141, 2016 www.ann-geophys.net/34/133/2016/
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Figure 7. Top: solar modulation calculated from Oulu data (blue)

and Earth-Mars longitudinal separation (gray). Middle: REMS pres-

sure data. Bottom: RAD 4–20 MeV electron+ positron count rate

(green) and Planetocosmics prediction for 4–20 MeV electron and

positron fluxes (blue, green). To minimize the influence of the so-

lar rotation, the measurements and Planetocosmics predictions have

been averaged over one solar rotation. The non-averaged REMS

data show huge variations, which are caused by the diurnal varia-

tions.

the variation of RAD electron+ positrons counts and the

variation of simulated electron and positron fluxes. The error

given for the RAD measurements represents the statistical

error and the systematical error is not shown. To minimize

the influence of the solar rotation on the solar modulation,

e.g., smoothing out the difference of the solar modulation

caused by the longitudinal spatial separation between Earth

and Mars, all data have been averaged over one solar rotation.

Since REMS pressure measurement are not performed con-

tinuously and the measurement cadence changes from sol to

sol, as explained by Gómez-Elvira et al. (2014), a simple av-

erage of all measured values over a solar rotation period does

not exactly match the actual pressure average. However, the

errors caused by this and the calibration uncertainty of the

pressure sensor (∼ 3 Pa; Harri et al., 2014) are small com-

pared to the accuracy needed in this study and are therefore

ignored.

Overall, the variations in Planetocosmics predictions agree

quite well with the observed electron+ positron fluxes.

Around sol 250, the Planetocosmics predicts a strong de-

crease, which is less visible in the measured data. This dif-

ference is most likely caused by the large solar modulation

parameter at Earth which does not necessarily represent the

solar modulation at Mars, especially considering the large

separation of Earth and Mars in heliospheric longitude dur-

ing this period.

3.2 Diurnal variability of the electron/positron flux

The pressure-induced diurnal variations of the RAD mea-

surements have been discussed by (Rafkin et al., 2014).

As shown above, unlike for dose measurements, the elec-

tron+ positron flux increases with pressure. To investigate

the diurnal variability of the electron+ positron fluxes we

use the integrated count rate of the RAD electron+ positron

measurements. As above, we use only deposited energies be-

tween 4 and 20 MeV.

Following Rafkin et al. (2014) we compute correlation co-

efficient for linear regression (Pearson R2) for the hourly per-

turbations of electron+ positron counts and pressure. For sol

400–500 and for sol 600–700 we obtain a correlation coeffi-

cient of 85 and 90 % respectively.

3.3 SEP induced electron/positron flux

Solar particle events have been observed by RAD on 12 April

2013 and 11 November, 6 January, and 1 September 2014.

All four events are clearly visible as enhancements in the pro-

ton count rate and the dose rate measurement. However the

integrated electron+ positron flux shows no sign of enhance-

ment during these events. Considering the available statistics

and the resulting uncertainties, any possible enhancements of

the electron/positron fluxes are below 5 %, which is well be-

low the enhancements in dose rate of up to 90 %. This shows

that typical SEP intensities or energies, or at least the inten-

sities/energies of the four observed events, are too low to

create significant enhancements of the electron flux on the

Martian surface. Only protons with energies above 160 MeV

can penetrate the Martian atmosphere and reach the surface,

i.e., most of the proton flux of SEP events stops in the upper

atmosphere, and most of the electrons created there will not

reach the surface. Those SEPs reaching the surface have lost

most of their energy in the atmosphere and subsequent delta

electron showers will have very low energies, well below the

threshold of RAD.

4 Conclusions

We calculated the expected electron and positron fluxes with

Planetocosmics. To compare these results with RAD mea-

surements, we applied these spectra to a detailed model of the

RAD instrument to simulate the measurement process with

GEANT4. Simulation results are compared to measurements

from sol 400-500 for which the average modulation poten-

tial and atmospheric pressure are assumed to be 600 MV and

886 Pa. Within the systematic errors (±20 %), given by the

somewhat uncertain efficiency of the anticoincidence sys-

tem, the simulation can fully explain the measurement. How-

ever, since the measured signals from electrons and positrons

www.ann-geophys.net/34/133/2016/ Ann. Geophys., 34, 133–141, 2016
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cannot be distinguished in RAD, a different combination of

electron and positron fluxes could lead to a similar result.

Further uncertainties arise from the fact that the measured

energy does not necessarily reflect the incident particles en-

ergy. This means that other spectra could, in principle, also

lead to a similar result. Keeping all this in mind, and con-

sidering the demonstrated reliability of Planetocosmics, we

believe that the RAD measurements provide a good verifica-

tion of the Planetocosmics predictions.

Simulation and measurement were compared for a sec-

ond measurement period (sol 600–700) for which the average

modulation potential and atmospheric pressure are assumed

to be 600 MV and 748 Pa. Compared to sol 400–500, both

simulation and measurement show a 20 % decrease in count

rate, which can be attributed to decreased electron/positron

generation above the Pfotzer maximum due to a decreased

column depth. This is further investigated by comparing the

temporal variability of the RAD electron+ positron mea-

surements with a Planetocosmics simulation for a large set of

modulation potential and atmospheric pressure values. The

trends of simulation and measurement show a good agree-

ment for periods with low longitudinal separation between

Earth and Mars and show some deviations for large angular

separations.

Diurnal variations of the electron+ positron flux, which

has been reported for RAD dose rate as well as neutral par-

ticle count rates, could be observed and show a correlation

coefficient of 85 and 90 % for sol 400–500 and sol 600–700

respectively.

No enhancements of the electron+ positron fluxes during

SEP events were observed in the data obtained to date, and

the lack of such enhancements constrains them to be below

5 % of the quiet-time fluxes.
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